Acura rsx slammed

I mean, the vibe is so strong that you can literally feel it through the screen. Buy Accessories
for Acura on Amazon. The king of this royal car is the guy named Brett. He bought this auto at
an auction with nothing done to it. The car spent a year stock, but then it started going lower,
lower and lower. Over the years, Brett put the car through six wheelsets and numerous outings
to car shows. Given the history of their life together, one can tell that this guy is a definition of
car enthusiast. Just recently, he peeled the dip off and decided to sell his Klutch wheels to get a
killer deal on the brand new set. The suspension in a condition as you can see in the photos is
ensured by the Airforce Air Ride system and Ingalls Camber Arms and Bolts. The supreme
exterior of this RSX is due to many things. Later, you judge it by the performance. All in all, we
fell in love with this car just like Brett did. Home Gallery Blog Instagram Submission. Raceism
Event Photo Coverage. Recent Posts. Raceism Event Photo Coverage admin - October 8, 0. It
was introduced in North America on 2 July [2] as the Acura RSX , the name a part of Acura's
naming scheme changing the names of its models from recognizable names like "Integra" or
"Legend" to alphabetical designations in order for buyers to build more recognition to the
marque, and not the individual cars. In concordance with the introduction of the Integra's
platform mate, the seventh-generation Civic being introduced in , the Integra joined the Civic in
abandoning Honda's traditional double wishbone suspension at both ends and adopted
MacPherson struts in the front and trailing arm type suspension in the rear along with the new
K-series engine supplanting the B-series. The DC5 received a facelift in MY The headlight and
taillight assemblies lost the so-called 'teardrop' shape. This made the assemblies flush with the
bumpers. Aside from the facelift, this year also saw other changes. The interior received new
trim and gauge clusters, an immobilizer and alarm became standard, the body became stiffer,
the suspension springs were redesigned, and the car's tendency to bump steer was reduced.
The iS was available with inch steel wheels with covers, or optional inch 5-spoke alloy wheels.
The Type R lacked many of the luxury features like vanity mirrors or side airbags found in the
Type S, true to its racing heritage. The C package on the Type R added various accessories,
such as a rear window wiper, remote control, and folding mirrors. After , Titanium interiors
became available for all exterior colours. The Type S had redesigned cloth and leather seats.
The refreshed Type R had the option of either the high wing, or the trunk lip spoiler. Both the iS
and Type S were available with sunroof, and navigation systems. Modulo accessories offered
include interior trim shift knobs, decals, etc. Interestingly, Japan's vehicle parts road
compliance regulations means many tuning parts for the DC5 can be purchased from Honda
dealerships. The base Integra was simply the Japanese-market iS, while the Luxury added
accessories like leather seats and a sunroof. Australian Type Rs were different from the JDM
models, as they were not equipped with all of the features of the latter. With the Integra's refresh
in , the base model was dropped. The only trims available in was the Luxury and Type S. For
facelifted Oceanic models, extra strengthening was given to fit higher safety regulations. An
automatic transmission was not offered on the Type-S. The Type-S included additional features
such as sport-tuned suspension, gunmetal painted wheels, One peculiar note for the initial
model year [ clarification needed ] were two available options. In , the RSX received a refresh.
On the exterior, Acura updated the headlights and taillights and the Type-S received an updated
rear hatch spoiler. The "A-Spec Performance Package" was a dealer option package. The
package included a sport suspension system, under-body spoiler kit, wing spoiler came with
stronger hatch shocks to hold additional weight , exterior badging and 5 dual spoke inch gun
metal wheels. The exterior color choice would dictate the interior color. Some colors were
available in either trim package while other colors would be available in one trim level but not
the other. In , colour options were as follows: [19]. In , the available color combinations were as
follows: [20]. Three models were available in Canada: Base, cloth interior no leather optional ,
no ABS, no moonroof, no cruise control, unpainted side skirts and front lip, inch steel wheels
with wheel covers, non heated seats, non leather wrapped steering wheel, essentially an Integra
iS. The A-Spec package was available to the Type-S models. The Canadian RSX had a
significantly larger washer sprayer bottle to deal with harsher weather. They were 4. All
Canadian cars with leather seats were heated along with side view mirrors. The refresh in
brought the same updates as USDM cars. Base model now has standard alloy wheels 16 inch,
12 spoke. Sport cloth standard in , optional leather in Wheel types varied according to model
year. Type-S had the 17 inch 5 spoke alloys. RSX drivers finished in 5th and 9th in the Drivers'
Championship. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. For other uses, see RSX disambiguation.
Motor vehicle. Brembo quad piston calipers, 17x7 5 dual spoke wheels. Retrieved 3 August
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States. It's the fine wine of import automotive icons, as it seems to only get better with age.
Considered a dream car by most accounts, the NSX lands at the top of most fantasy-based
garage wish lists whenever the question is posed. And while the purist will tell you that the car
should never, ever be modified beyond a few choice additions in order to preserve its original
state, visionaries like Josue Tovar have a different train of thought. It wasn't until his finances
and a bit of lucky timing crossed paths that he was officially in the market. He states, "When I
saw the deal, the price was just too good. I knew if I didn't jump on it right away, I was going to
regret it. I'd just sold a property through work and had some money left over and instead of
re-investing it, I figured now was the time. Enjoying a car like the NSX in stock form isn't very
difficult and Josue was content, keeping any thoughts of heavy modifications at bay. That all
changed when the car experienced its first bout of downtime. He adds, "About a month in, the
clutch goes out. I was going to just keep the car close to stock, but with the clutch on back
order for two to three months, I decided to start ordering parts. Not long after, his friend and
fellow "Stoopidlow" teammate, Tho Ly, had gone through the process of having his Sprint Hart
wheels disassembled and re-barrelled for his S Fitment issues arose and the 18X11 rear, 18x9.
Housing the aggressive wheels wouldn't be possible with the factory aluminum corners, so a
plan of attack was devised and the once stock-bodied NSX was set to bulk up. All four corners
received fender flares that increase the width of the Acura by what seems like feet rather than
inches. The newfound real estate beyond each fender allowed the custom wheels to sit
comfortably even when the adjustable K-Sport air suspension was brought all the way down. To
complement the additional girth, the car's flanks were fitted with Wings West side skirts and
carbon-fiber air vents and a Racing Factory Yamamoto diffuser was attached to the rear via
Black Market Racing's custom brackets. Instead of painting the aero additions to match the car,
a complete color change was in order and orchestrated by Slickshot, a shop that Josue worked
with previously on the boosted S he also owns. Tomei cams and Ferrea dual valvesprings and
retainers made up the top end changes, accompanied by DC Sports headers and exhaust to
help free up spent gases. Changes in the driver's quarters consist of Bride Gias II buckets with
Takata harnesses replacing the stock leathers, a Racing Factory Yamamoto rollbar, and MOMO
steering wheel and weighted shift knob relieving the stock pieces. Josue adds, "I love how the
car is turning out but as it sits now, it's nowhere near being done. I have big things coming for
this car that you just have to wait and see. This classic just gets better and better Stateside,
however, it was Honda's rear-wheel-drive sports car that brought about the phenomenon. It's
not hard to forget that the NSX was the first, as most Honda fanatics never had the opportunity
to ride in what was considered a supercar during the '90s. Engine: 3. Ad Microsoft. Full screen.
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loaded and some of the features are listed below: - Winter tires - 6 speed manual transmission Leather inte We also stock and locate: , , , , , , Have had the car for over 5 years, serviced the car
every 6, km's. Runs excellent, in excellent sha Selling the daily hate to see it go but want
something rwd and manual. Reach millions of car shoppers locally and nationally for free. We
analyzed similar vehicles in your area and calculated that this vehicle is priced lower than the
average making it a Great Price. We analyzed similar vehicles in your area and calculated that
this vehicle is priced a bit lower than the average making it a Good Price. We analyzed similar
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RSX of different years with similar vehicles. Learn more about different RSXs. Show all years.
Explore Years Browse listings by city Barrie. Richmond Hill. View more. Click on the bi-weekly
payment amount estimate to see Financing details. All new vehicles offered for sale are being
offered by registered motor vehicle dealers. View a list of all dealers and dealer telephone
numbers. Disclaimer Information: Please confirm with seller accuracy of information. Mileage
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latest car reviews, listings, products and more right in your inbox. Your email address
Subscribe. I can unsubscribe at anytime. I also agree to the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy.
Subscription complete! We think it's fair to say the Acura Integra--in particular, the Integra
bearing the GS-R model suffix--rates a small but significant footnote in the ongoing saga of the
automobile. Okay, maybe it doesn't cast a shadow quite as long as, say, the Corvette's. But it's
no exaggeration to say that this car has been one of the major linchpins of the burgeoning
Asian hot-rod phenomenon. There are hordes of slammed Integras zooming around out there in
the Land of the Great Freeway, icons of a new-age mechanolust whose lexicon is utterly devoid
of the words "small-block V No major changes equals no retooling investment, which in turn
equals increased profitability. All of which makes you wonder why anyone would even consider
changing the name. But the marketing gurus obviously perceive things in the socioeconomic
ether that are invisible to mere mortals, and so it is that the Integra's replacement is cloaked in
alphanumeric anonymity, just like the rest of its Acura stablemates. Goodbye, Integra.
Fortunately, these apparently random selections from the alphabet are affixed to what seems to
be a pretty good sports coupe, despite an ominous portent to the contrary. Like the recent
renewal of the Civic, the newest Acura eschews the unequal-length control-arm front
suspension that has long been a Honda point of distinction, employing instead a more mundane
MacPherson-strut setup. But don't be deceived. Although the RSX--even the hot-rod
Type-S--exhibits the resistance to turn-in read, understeer common to virtually all front-drive
cars, there's far less of it here than in the GS-R, and it's balanced by a willingness for the rear
end to slide when the driver backs off the throttle or applies a touch of brake. It's called
oversteer, a trait treasured by enthusiasts and rare in cars with a pronounced forward weight
bias 61 percent of it up front in the Type-S and with front wheels that are required to transmit
both power and steering inputs. And it's all the sweeter here for its forgiving nature. The Type-S
can be coaxed into a modest four-wheel drift, but it returns to the path of righteousness with a

little waiting and perhaps a hint of opposite lock. In a word, it's delightful--a small front-drive
sports coupe that can be vectored with the throttle, as well as its small, racer-sized steering
wheel and quick 2. Add a new 2. Basics: The Integra replacement is all-new, but its dimensions
are decidedly familiar. At The only significant change is the car's height, which has soared 2.
Although more headroom is a plus, the most appealing element of the new interior is an
instrument panel that's gone from Japanese generic to distinctively contemporary, complete
with de rigueur black-on-silver gauges that morph to red backlighting at night. The color
scheme within the Type-S tends toward dark charcoals and blacks, just as it did in the Integra
GS-R, but a textured material that feels more like fabric than plastic lends an upscale look to the
instrument binnacle, door panels, and shift knob, and Acura finally seems to have realized that
climate and audio controls are likely to be manipulated by people rather than elves. Three large
rotary knobs operate the first automatic climate-control system offered in Acura's entry-level
lineup, and the various buttons and switches governing the excellent Bose audio system are
sized to allow use by gloved hands with the car in motion. The new bucket seats, leather-clad in
the Type-S, feature integrated side airbags and belts, as well as excellent lateral support.
There's lots of storage for small objects, and forward sightlines are typically Honda, which is to
say better than most. The sheetmetal that surrounds this friendly interior is perhaps not quite as
distinctive as on the previous car--the unique double-snake-eye headlights are gone, replaced
by a face that's consistent with the new family look established by the CL coupes and TL
sedans. But the lines are clean, and the tidy proportions, with minimal front and rear overhangs,
accurately reflect the car's athletic character. And beyond merely looking good, the body shell
has a lot to do with that character. Like every new car that rolls onstage these days, the RSX
has a far higher chassis rigidity than its predecessor percent improved in torsional stiffness
and 35 percent in bending, according to Acura--and even though claims like this make us
wonder what the previous car was made of linguine? Increased rigidity and other structural
upgrades aimed at crashworthiness--Acura projects a five-star NCAP rating in frontal
crashes--inevitably show up as more weight, and that's true here, to the tune of about pounds in
the Type-S. But that is offset by the increased thrust. The GS-R's listed power-to-weight ratio
was just over The other inevitable new-car weight gain is in the realm of price. Although Acura
was officially noncommittal on this issue, we believe the RSX and Type-S will be substantially
more expensive than their Integra forebears, although direct comparisons are deceptive since
the new line will consist, at least initially, of just two well-equipped trim levels versus three and
one hatchback coupe body style no four-door sedans. If those prices prove to be accurate,
they'll propel the RSX to the top of its class, not necessarily an enviable position. On the other
hand, the price may well be consistent with the car's performance versus its competition. And
remember: BMWs use strut-front suspensions, too. Honda's VTEC system, introduced with the
NSX sports car back in , was a major step forward in the search for more power from a given
displacement without resorting to force-feeding measures such as turbo- or supercharging. By
utilizing two sets of lobes--one mild, one wild--on the camshaft, VTEC for "variable valve timing
and lift electronic control" could alter valve lift and duration as well as timing. Since then,
several manufacturers have come up with variations on Honda's theme. Thus the RSX was
chosen for the first installation of i-VTEC--" i" for "intelligent" valve control, which adds
continuously variable valve timing to the system's bag of tricks. It operates on the intake cam
only and, based on ECU info, advances or retards cam timing continuously through a range of
50 degrees. The base RSX version of the new 2. This engine also has a dual-stage intake
manifold--long runners feed the fires below rpm, short runners come onstream above--that
bolsters low-end and midrange performance. The net is a relatively modest by high-revving
Honda standards horsepower peak at rpm--and relatively strong by the same standards torque
output: pound-feet at rpm. The Type-S engine shares the same block, but its internals are
beefier and it's different up top. The compression ratio is New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type
keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. Specs Detailed. Expand Collapse. This content is
created and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their
email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content at
piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From First Drives. A majority of all used
US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and
shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help

of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to
Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying
Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to
help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market
leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one
of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are
ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained
eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to
buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service
history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the
service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records.
Make a VIN Search. Writing for StanceNation has brought me all over the globe. Destinations
like Japan, Malaysia, and Australia have enlightened me with their fair share of exquisite builds.
One of the best perks would have to be the fact that I never have to leave the comfort of my
home to travel to these places to see them. If you are from Southern California, this car may be
familiar to you. I remember with fond memory of a then white RSX that was slammed to the
ground â€” and a subject of my admiration. It still is, just now bathed in a striking metallic blue.
Starting with the exterior, this DC5 sports a Mugen kit all around, extending the lines of the car
as well as giving it a much meaner look. Flawless execution. Take a look at the close up. The
interior of this car is unparalleled in any DC5 I have ever seen. Rocking Bride bucket seats
coupled with Crow racing harness, Jerald even modifies the safety instruments within his
vehicle. At the time he was interested in implementing an air system in his car, there were not
plug and play kits designed for the DC5. Instead of wait, much guesswork was refined through a
rugged trial and error period to achieve perfection. Jerald claims through all the experimental
cutting, CNC metal cutting, and test runs, his hardline air system has not had a single problem.
With a guarantee to kick hard, they are paired with Treo amplifiers. Sadly, the modifications stop
there. Jerald has sold this car to a very lucky owner. This is my favorite view of a car with a
healthy amount of camber. The way the tires and that outer lip show on both ends, just does it
for me. Fun stance fact: negative camber is the reason why the back bumper is usually cov
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ered with dust, even right after you wash it. Jerald would like to leave us with a word of advice.
When we build cars, we should not have to look for the approval of others. Every build has had
its fair share of what many of us can agree on is, money, sweat, and maybe even blood. To us
enthusiasts, our cars are a reflection of us, and the pinnacle of our hardwork and pride. Take his
words of advice, cause he is a year older and wiser. However, Jerald would like to thank his
sponsor, The Carshop, for helping him build his car, Steeb, SpecD, and all friends that
supported him on this build, with a special shout out to the Krispy Kreme boys. And hey, give
me first notice and a ride when you build that sexy RC. Exterior: 3m matte metallic blue vinyl
wrap mugen kit autosource. Remember Me. Lost your password? February 20, February 3,
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